Article of the Month

Are you an Actor who leaves half stage?
As the festive occasion of ONAM is round the corner, and the atmosphere is filled with the spirit of mirth and love, here’s hoping this festival of beauty brings your way, bright sparkles of contentment, that stay with you through the days ahead.

Best Wishes on ONAM.
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EXCLUSIVE

Music Duo 'Dancing on Glass' releases new album. Shares behind the scenes and how to create chart topping music.

¿ARE YOU AN ACTOR WHO LEAVES HALF STAGE? ARE YOU AN ACTOR WHO LEAVES HALF STAGE?
Some time back I happened to attend the funeral function of one of my neighbor. It was an early and untimely death. He was only forty five years old and the father of two children of seventeen and fifteen years of age. The death was predicted by doctor one week back, as he was critically ill and was hospitalized in the ICU. But the whole episode of the bereavement was however unpredicted and a totally unwanted visitor for the family. When the news of the death came, I went to meet his wife and children. The wife was tired of crying and when I tried to console her, she said, “This vacation we were planning for a family tour. He was just back after an official tour, but suddenly fell ill and was hospitalized”. Her mother-in-law, couldn't stop her tears and told me, “He is the one who has to do my last rituals, but..”. I couldn’t find words to console the children. For them, their daddy was the best.
The travel to cemetery gave me some time to think about death. I kept thinking about the family. My thoughts forced to put myself in the shoes of the wife who just lost her husband. The pain and agony was immense. With lots of responsibilities ahead, the wife who do not have a job or other source of income, just appeared shattered. Probably there may not be much financial difficulty for a few, but the vacuum created by the absence of one’s husband would be terrible. The bus stopped and everyone stepped out to the cemetery. This was the first time I was stepping into a cemetery. Seeing so many graves around, I was feeling a bit nervous and a bit scared. The fear was not because of any filmy influence but because of the fact that we all have to come to this place one day.

**Is life a travel to this destination?**

If life is a travel and the destination is fixed, what changes is the time of reaching the destination, right? Yes, “Time” is the only factor changing per person. Some people get longer time, others shorter.

**Do we have any control over this time?**

Though we can put the blame on God or say it in nice words, that, God takes his beloved people earlier”, the fact is that we DO have some responsibility towards our life. Some men fulfill their responsibility, others do not. Some husbands do their duty, others may not. Some fathers will be there for their children, while others leave them half way.
Why? Is it because such fathers think only about their temporary happiness? Or is it because such men do not plan for the future? Or is it because such husbands do not empower their wives? Whatever be the reason, Can we ever LOVE an ACTOR who leaves the stage before the SHOW gets over?

Foot note: Stories of wives who are devastated because of untimely death of their husbands are increasing in our society. The man quoted was an alcoholic and died due to liver Cirrhosis. Who should be blamed for the situation?
The habit of alcohol consumption? Or the man who did not empower his wife? Or the Government which gets the highest revenue from sale of alcohol? If you are a husband and you consume alcohol, why don’t you consider yourself as your wife for a moment and think about this situation? If you are yet to become a husband, take a pledge against alcoholism today and secure the future of you and your family.
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TECHSHAKTHI LAUNCHING SOON

LAUNCHING SOON! EMPLOYABILITY AND CAREER SUPPORT MOBILE APPLICATION FOR WOMEN. STAY TUNED FOR UPDATES.
Ms. Fitha Fathima a B.Tech Food Technology student at TKM Institute of Technology, Kollam is a passionate home baker who loves baking. She normally bakes cupcakes, cakes, tart, cookies and loves experimenting new things. She keeps trying to improve each time when she bakes.
HOW TO TAKE PRAYAANA ENTREPRENEURSHIP MEMBERSHIP

Want to know the Winning formula for Women Entrepreneurs?

#JOINPRAYAANA

CALL 85907 39393 TO KNOW MORE
Or Email to joinprayaana@gmail.com

PROMOTE YOUR BUSINESS | GET MENTORED | EVOLVE AS AN EXPERT
C A R E E R S

FINANCE MANAGER
A reputed client of ours looking for a Finance Manager.
Looking for a fresher / experienced person.
Location- Cochin
Experience-Minimum 3 years
Apply to- my4tunejobs@gmail.com
Contact no- 8590339393
Last date: September 10th 2019.

OFFICE ASSISTANT
A reputed client of ours looking for a Office Assistant
Looking for a fresher / experienced person.
Salary package-15k
Looking for a female/male staff.
Location- Cochin
Apply to- my4tunejobs@gmail.com
Contact no- 8590339393
Last date: September 10th 2019.

MANAGER
A reputed client of ours looking for a Manager
Looking for a fresher / experienced person.
Experience-3 Years
Looking for a female/male staff.
Location- Cochin
Apply to- my4tunejobs@gmail.com
Contact no- 8590339393
Last date: September 10th 2019.
TEST ENGINEER
A reputed client of ours looking for a Test Engineer.
Location- Cochin
Experience- 1 - 3 years
Salary- 30000
Apply to- my4tunejobs@gmail.com
Contact no- 8590339393
Last date: September 10th 2019.

IOS DEVELOPER
A reputed client of ours looking for an ios developer.
Location- Cochin
Experience- Minimum 3 years
Salary- 55000
Apply to- my4tunejobs@gmail.com
Contact no- 8590339393
Last date: September 10th 2019.

PHP DEVELOPER
A reputed client of ours looking for an ios developer.
Location- Cochin
Experience- Minimum 3 years
Salary- 45000
Apply to- my4tunejobs@gmail.com
Contact no- 8590339393
Last date: September 10th 2019.
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Like our pages to get regular updates

www.facebook.com/4Tunefactory
www.facebook.com/prayaanalabs
www.facebook.com/connectceeevee
www.facebook.com/smilecafeshow

Subscribe to our youtube channel

@PrayaanaLabs
@Connectceeevee

Do share your feedback about insight! We are also inviting articles and contributors. Email to info@4tunefactory.in or call us on any of our phone numbers.

Don’t worry about failures, worry about the chances you miss when you don’t even try.
~ Jack Canfield